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A PRECISION HIGH SPEED THIN FILM 
TRIM ANODIZATION SYSTEM 
BY 
Ronald Willard Greener 
ABSTRACT 
1 
Recent designs f'or thin f'ilm circuits require precision 
1;'E)S1,stor adjustment. Present f'acilities for large scale 
:riianufac ture of' these circuits cannot perf Jr::': these adjustments 
with tJ:'l.e necessary precision. There is a need also to reduce 
the time for making these resistors. 
There are several techniques for adjusting resistors, 
but electrolytic anodization produces the highest precision. 
f 
The anodization f'acili ties used for manufacture are des iizned 
:;,,_, ___ .,_ 
around two control techniques, constant current and constant 
voltage. Constant current control can produce the precision 
adjustment, but lacks f'lexibility f'or production facilities • ... 
It is dependent upon the area of' the resistor being anodized, 
and i.ts perf'ormance is seriously degraded by leakage paths. 
Gonst&ttt voltage control, though 
01'"' both ar-ea and 
leakage, produces a nonlinear oxide growth rCJ.te. 
of this nonlinearity makes precision control very diffiGult 
a.nd requires a long time to achieve the desired re::ul t. 
Measurement techniques have significant effects upon 
both controller ef'f'ectiveness and the time to anodize a 
resistor. Resistors are evaluated in several ways both !'or 
control inf'or•mation and to find their resistance value. Each 
method requires a particular design f'or the anodizer con-
troller and places a limitation upon the system's potential 
spe-ed. 
,: ·-. 
2 
_':rhe new anodization system presented here fully utilizes 
the :advantages of current and voltage .:-:'>r:~:-~·)l 
:im.prove present system precision by off:; )rier o!' rn,u-;nt ::.1de. 
·r.e··dtl;:efe the anodization time by one half. 
sfstem .and its design considerations are described here. 
·-•· 
;li:I·· 
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ABS TR.A.CT 
Recent designs for thin film circuits require precision 
Pesistor adjustment. Present facilities for 
ms.nufa:cture of these circuits 
with the necessary precision. 
cannot 
There 
the t~me for making these resistors. 
. 
. 1 l s a ne (; ct a s o 
There: are several techniques for adjusting resistors, 
but :ele6trolytic anodization produces the highest precision. 
The -·anodization facilities used for manufacture are designed 
:around two control techniques, constant current and constant 
voltage. Constant current control can nrot-luce the orecision ~ 
-
adjustment, but lacks f lexi b il i ty for pro ;11.,1.-: ~: i )r1 f'qc i 1 i t,i es. 
I· ... t' 1· S dep·_. enden t up On the are a Of the re 0 . .; ,, f- ... -., '!'• i,.;7:.. ·1 h t'7 q ~\ r, ,...:~ .: ·.·• t".'\ ·.d '"-~) ... ..._ ..__) J . ./ ,... ._; ...._, ..-.0. - • ;~ ', ... - .. ,'--: ·--~ L..11e>. "1:..6" ·:J -.. , 
an·d i.-bs performance is seriously degraded by"' .,,. ...... , "!'"_-j ~...,_- .,.-...1 ~--~ 
,~ .. '- .. ~_,! - * "'=} • ~ 
Cbrt~tant voltage control, though independent of both ,r,, ~ '"' ,,.... ,- - ·d "... I· 'f"-.· " j.. 
-.• "! t1 · .. '. •., -- -'/"' '- h. C ~-"'1 • • -... 
·1eakage, produces a nonlinear oxide growth rate. T'ne·· r·o .... ...,... ... 
• '.;__ 
_-e_ • "' 
o.f thi-s n;onlinearity makes precision control very dif!"'icult 
and P~quires a long time to achieve the desired result. 
Measurement techniques have significant effects upon 
b~·th eontroller effectiveness and the time to anodize a 
Resistors are evaluated in :Je,ir3r1 ·1l i,.1;:1,rs both for ... 
cont.r.0·1 information and to find their resiJt~1nc::·? ~1·1l1J.e. Each 
method requires a particular design for the 't!1·:i,·:ii::··:~r~ c,on-
·troller and places a limitation upon the system's potential 
s_p·ee:d •• 
2 
The new anodization system presented here fully utilizes 
·the advantages of' current and ,,olt·J_ge c;')nt2,()l 
. ir:-~prov:e present system precision b:r 011e o·!"")-i•?r--
te,echniaues to 
The c.ontroller and the measurement 
re·duce the anodization time by one hall~. 
,-. . ,-
,.,, 0 .,...., t'"', .• ....., ~.. "" 'J 
I\ ·~ ' ; ; '.· .' ' ' f -- I·. > .I 
,_f • .. il.a_ .. ,F • .-, '¥· • 'c,.cJ' ~. ''-:--
• 
s:y·stem and its design considerations are described here. 
3 
. I - INTRODUCTION 
A. BACKGROUND 
Tantalum thin film circuits are an i.moorta.nt onrt of ~ ~ 
today's technology. 
tors and capacitors as well as mounting sites for many 
-acti.ve devices. These circuits are made, with present 
thin f'ilrn manuf'ac turing technology, at cos ts \•le 11 below 
·t-hat of' equivalent discrete circuits. Becfluse these 
:circuits usually perform very 
qo .:t1o·t, as individual circuit 
... 
. ... 
1 U n,,,.,. ~- i iO n'S ' ~ • ·,~.,,,...,.. ·,,J rlllU >!,._ .. "l:.o... , 
f:or dive rs if ie d app 1 i cation 1.~hi ch l-1a s s l ');,1-:: -1 ·: !"'..•) •~ :~ 
~arietal increase. Al though 
as replacements for discrete components, 
thev 
"'" 
de$igned as functional replacements for discrete assem-
blies. Functional designing makes use of the circuits' 
characteristic advantages. However, these designs now 
demand greater manufacturing precision to achieve their 
perfonnance. 
· Tantalum thin film capacitors cannot • oe 
adjusted, but tantalum resistors can be ~1clju.1 '::c~ -1 ~: .. _·"; ;.;i t,hin 
±0~01% of a specified value. The thl. n ... ri lm. , thou,._~.~ 1 -~ 
-
"",. 
~~·;.. ' 
.... ,w! 
not sufficiently uniform to permit precision resistor 
:adjµstment without individual attention. Recent t1ppli-
ca.t·,iohs require automatic equipment capable of -to.01% 
.• 
-----~"""'"-· -------------
.• 
4 
resist.or trimming; however, -:o .1% in JO seconds is the 
p~esent capability f t ' . . ' o au oma tic e c;u] .. :-,t·1t~ r1 t • 
- .. 
I ... 11 1 -~ "' 
· H i: r- , · n ... -;-. a v 
"'-' 
t~ fo.01% accuracy was achieved using laboratory equip-
ment but required several minutes. 
Depositions of' tantalum (1000 A.), titanium, palla-
diurn; and gold are the f'i rst steps 
• 1 •. ·:· -· •'"'·~ l n ma- Kl n ;?" t t'i 1 r1 11 "':, • rn 
• ... . b ., ...... d!I..,. •- • -.. .... 4~ w' 
·t·a'ntal.t;Im res is tors. Photo masking techniques and 
sµccessive etchings with various masks are used to 
- . 
def'ine and f'orm the titanium, palladium, gold conductor 
J'.Ya.t.bs and tantalum resistors. The resistor areas may 
be a single, narrow line, a wide line or a narrow 
meandering line connected by two conduc ;~)rs. Following 
p&tte~n generation, the thin film resi3:0rs 
to ·some specified value. 
t-:rim thin f'ilm resistors. 
There are sever~l 
If mechanically trirrL~G(l, the 
tantalum is bombarded with a stream of' abrasive laden .. .. ' ' •' 
• air. The line width is scribed narrower or a line is 
partially scratched open. The i~id th is also uniformly 
narrowed by grinding if the line is deposited in the 
valley of an embossed groove. 
and the line width decreases 
The sheet resistance of 
Th ' d - ~ ,··::-. ~--. ' ... <:::' .-__ Q ' ' ' . 
-e ~., ----·· .-_ .. .:i,. .,, a r -..., g rou n. , 
aa it is heated to several hundred degrees 
Such thermal trimming is done to within a f'ew tenths of' 
\ 
5 
a percent, but much care is required. 
be instantly removed, all measuro:~ents 
Since heat cannot 
·o.ven require correction for error:; c aus e;,i 
Electro-chemical trimming is done by 
.. .. . 
'J· ~ '!"' r; ~-~~-"' ": -~ • ·., ·~. .., --. _-,._. 4_.. • 
-. • - ,, ..._. -· --~ ., s ~.... e \,.' 
·,_,c ~-' 
'-., ""' ""' '7 ')''·") ,.~l .. --, 'r ~ rt } i ~ • l~_ -. ' .!,,, , -Ji..·~ ,.., ..... .._..,_ II 
,:,~~ 
.... 
c·hanging some of the tantalum into The 
oxide is f'ormed by an electrolytic process called anod-
ization. The re duce d tantalum thickness ef fee ti ve 1,, 
"' 
increases the resistance. It forms a.s an ever thickening 
layer beginning at the oxide-electrolyte interfnce . 
. Artodization provides the most l)r(;c:i:-:;e cont~~ol 
resistor trimming, but mechanical ~:1br~1::=._,'.)r-: is r1 fnster 
process and is preferred when pre cis io11 is .. . -~. I"" 0 ---. . " .. - -.. ,-•. ~ . ..._.- ...,._-... r1 ,. •, _-, ., -r- f • .,._~ ·· •• 
.. 
-~,J .,..., .' ' .......... t~ ..... ,-d· ",. • 
"' 
·R·ecent developments in laser trimming tech.niquc:~: :-r:.r1.:t 
.in ·replacing mechanical and some anodic tri.~"ni rig. 
Laser trimming is faster than the anodic process 
and just as accurate, but present laser systems can.not 
trim simultaneously, on a single substrate, as many 
re.sis,tors as an anodic sys tern [ 1] . 
has the decided advantage over the 
The laser techniaue 
• 
anodic system in that 
a. circuit can be trimmed while it is act~i.\Ie, i.e., r •• 1hile 
it i.s operating with power applied. 
not .contact the circuit it does not 
' 
loading which subsequently changes the circuit:'s ros?ionse. 
n·uring the anodic trimming process, the electrolyte • l.S 
removed before each measurement of a circuit's response 
characteristics. 
B. OBJECTIVES 
To manufacture recent circuit designs, • • requ1 r1 ng 
·+ . . . . . %" . . . ., .. . ·. .. . 
· . · · · . r• ·'"' • - ·-:. .. ..., ·1 • • ~- . -.~-.·. , ..... - ,.,. ... O • 01 o re s l s to rs , l t l s ne c e s s a ry t o . .,. ·.:: v '.c 1 o ! , , u. . , . : , ""· 'J 
equipment with the speed and capability to produce: these 
.¢ i_rcui ts in economical quantities. Al th h "'. . - .-r,- ~,,-... ,:;;~. _ .. , o ug a n :> .,_. 1 .:.. ; :. ,~ 1 .o, n 
is process limited, the re is considerable lost time in 
·trying to control the process. 
g.rea te r than the minimum time 
Lost time is anything 
minimum oxide thickness. 
:ponds to some res i· st or value 1.ri r-, h ·• 11 .,...._ x- ·1 -·;_.---. 
f • - '..,,,- - ... . .. 1 .. ""' - ··~J _.., ... _ ...... .. / 
. . . 
•-, tl -i; , ;...,_ ~i ,-""' F\ ,-.. (! 
· .. / ... ,.. " .... ·._.~ -- ...... 'Ir ·,.,,... ... _) t,:.) 
0 greater than 100 A. Therefore, • • 1 .. n D ro .. _. -_ ~ ... _ ·~ --~ . '- Ii I ' I - , 
..._ ..., .. ·. ~-- , : ,~ "' ._ .... !It. _. 1~-..... 
- -~ 
control reduces the operating time significantly. 
measuring systems are much faster than the n.nodizu':i-:: 
pt,iocess, reducing resistor anodization 
m_:portan t . 
" . . tune 1s 
The purpose of this project was to develop tech-
niques for anodizing resistors ,, ~ ._ • ,. ' ,• 1'- r"\, ·)··  1 V/ 
lv Q 't,T ]. 1:. n _7 rl: -. , , ••- I'""" ~ •. l,::f'" .. """ ,.!WI... • • ·--~· • . ,.. • di!,,. h .,,, in 15 
seconds or less. The technic1ue:-~ 
~ 
.. resistor (lK ohm to 50K ohm) anc1 
should be as independent of the 
~·. 
area as possible. 
t r~ /~. • ,,.-_'>_ :0. r~ fc._· T_··") t°"""_) ~1 •"'""·; ~--. 1-.., ~·~_ ....... I -t)~ ~::. e. . rs 
·V .._ ,-. ·=3- -~I \J * ,tt ,_) -... · .••• .,..,..,.. \ ,, • h •- · .,.__1! • ·-c.;.e!' ·,,r!(· 
. 
... , .... , ..... ,,·-=-=-=r-----------------
7 
::r:-r - MEASUREME1'IT SYSTEMS 
A. GENERAL 
Alternating current may be used to monitor the 
. ~ ... ""' . :re-·sistance while anodization is dor1e ._ .. i· ·_- ,...., ·t' ' .. _. "'"\_ -- _, . .,, •-· I .. -~ 11 ' I I' • ~ ' ~-~ ,, 
• .•. •..._J ... • ,c-*-',. ... ___ .,~ ·:-. ,..-.¢ • .- ·"'_ u y,, .,.,~ n t · 
.,,. .. .. """ . ' 
however, this technique is satisfactory """' -"'~ 
.,_ ~- I_ .. ... •_ -----~ - .,.,. 
f _ Ji I' 
_. • ...- 11 _ ..... ·.,'--... ..._ 
.. 
value resistors. As the resl.StOr beCQ~PQ ln~g~ 
• -- '-.-' 11,._.J ...... ,_-_.., .... - . 'ls~' 
impedances begin to af'fec t the AC measurement. For 
this reason, most designers use DC/DC systems. With 
t~se systems the resistor is alternately anodized and 
measured. The information obtained by comparing succes-
ive ~asurements to the final value is used to control 
the anodization process. 
,anodizer' s capability is 
.. ·- _-· . ' ...... f) n 0, u !, , 1Q._ '!°n !), II l ~ 
--~ •:··1.. ,.,J ·- • .... " i,-..-! dlt-... ,'J 
··:me nt system. There are four common tec!1r1i,Jtl·<~is fo1"' 
~ 
d:etermining resistance in these systems; 
:Wheatstone bridge, voltage ratio, and a differential 
comparator. 
B. 0HM11ETER 
Five place digital ohmmeters, with °!0.00·\i :reading 
-- - .d d. ·t 1 . -- .. · ·- ~, *' :aoc·uracy, provi e igi a out~)u·= r1,1tq suit~t!J .... -:-) J.. or 
p~ocessing in other digital 
achieved only ir rour-point probes are 
shows the contact arrangement. Digital output:-t ~ ... ._,~ 
.... *· .. ~ 
compatible with computers used to control these s ,,rs tams • 
... 
C. . 
.... . 
8 
The computer's outputs are used to multiplex cathodes, 
in the measurement subs,,rs tem and control 
" 
as many as 30, 
;the anodi zers. Digit al info 2-rmrL ti <Jn f' ro:-1. the oll.mrn.e te r is 
al-so readily evaluated by control equipment and used for 
establishing the anodization rates. 
STANDARD BRIDGE 
Figure 2 illustrates the familiar wheatstone bridge 
w.i.,th an operational amplifier replacing the null me t12: r. 
A high .gain open loop amplifier provides the necessary 
:s-ensitivity, but only supplies end of process in.forma-
tion. No in-process inforYn..·J_t~ion is obtained if tl1e 
rererence resistor is set to a 
th:i..n rilrn resistor can only be 
fin'l.l ,ln.lue. Because a 
pf"::. .c, ~ ~ .. r. p. n· ce • .·,,..t .... .> - <i-> ~- '::-... • I 
any potentially good resistor is initially loss tl1qi1 its 
.final value. The reference res is tor i s ~:1 u t :.)7, ~1 ·,: :L ~: n. ~l l "t 
~ 
$e·lected by switching precision resistors into 
c·ombinations which total the final resistance. This 
. . 
. 
bridg:e ·provi·des control information in an automatic 
facility if' the ref'erence resistor is set to values less 
than final. .. . . .. Choosing several values to coincide with 
~nodization control points allows the singular output 
of the operational amplifier to provide tl1e r1eecle(i multi-
po.int infor'Ina tion. 
I) 
, .... 
. . . 
9 
.... 
VOLTAGE RATIO 
This technique utilizes a five olace digital volt-
-
"'=i 
me-ter whose digital output provi,des 
tion, cf. Fig. 3, for further processing. 
resistor and unknown resistor are placed 
~~ 
., II' ·.-1· ' .~ ."· ·') -.·... •. ·· .. · _,. ~ . ... . ..... '"'.• . r i •--\ . f -\ I 1 ~ t - "I- Wa:..,. ....... • ··';;:,# * ·--··· _ .....~ .•' .... ~ 1t' '-,.o~ ',~· 
stable voltage applied across them. The DVi'·t (outout 
.. 
. meas.-q.;re•s the ratio be tween the voltage across the droos 
-
re,sisto:rs. . . . 
. . .. These ratio readings, used to control the 
_proce$s., are compared with preselected 
ding t;o process rate control points. 
abs·olute resistance values is 
ct ratio oriented subsystem. 
ratios corresoon-
~ 
' 
,.,,.... ._.-., ~ ~ ,-... "'"'""· ~..._ ~-.. ~ ~ 
·.· .·' ,, . , , . . . , " :, '., ' • s.{ , ' ...,,.,,... • .. • • ·-~ ·. ___ 0 ·"-4' 
.. 
E. DIFFERENTIAL COMPARATOR 
Efforts are being made to reduce or eliminate the 
::tJ~e.d for switching reference re sis tors in to the me.&su?~ing 
ci·rc·ui try. This switching is significantly reduced by 
the technique illustrated in Fig. 4. the ...... reJ.erence 
r~sistor (Rrange) i s us e d o 11 l ~r 1'"' o 1.., ,,, 
amplifier within its useful r:1ngf::. 
f . d . d t t . 1. d t d. ,,._... :--'I 
• •11, ,. , 1: 'f --J t • • "' · . I· ~ , :! \{ ... :,, , ,.. 
lxe galn e ec Or ls apple O a i.,:••-- ------.... -~.,,,-.•. , ...... 1 .~..:-o·m •, ..... .... .. . - •' . . ,., .•. .. .-~ ,..,,. ,., .. ~ ' 
parator. 
from a digital to analog converter. 
processor to determine the final resistance and dri,;e the 
oonverter eliminates most limitations associated with 
10 
re:lJ1ys and prec,ision resistors. This system's accuracy 
is limited by the gain accuracy of the oDerational 
amplifier and the bit conversion capc1bili t:l of the 
:analog to digital converter . 
.. F. SYSTEMS COMPARISON 
These systems will be compared with regard to the 
c·ontrol requirements for the anodizer used during th.is 
dev·eloprn.ent. This anodizer has its control ooints set .. 
·q.t certain percentages of the final res is ta nee. The 
digital ohmmeter technique, Fig. 1, is the slo,.1est of 
t ·.h._e systems, taki·ng between 13 and ~8 ..y,111·;.-,.~--,.n,~•-c-, .. .,J ;. ... - -- ...... -· • J 
_/ .-' j .. • . .. >t-l· 
n tor 
g_ reading. Since its output 
must .first be converted to a percentr?tge before a 
.decision is made. The bridge, Fig. 2, is probably the 
fastest system, the differential comparator, Fig. 4, is 
alrnos·t as·· .fast. Both systems are limited primarily by 
t:h:E9 .re>sponse. and settling time of the operational 
-~plifiers. In neither case are the contacts removed 
from the anodized resistor, thu~~ 
:SW·i tching time de lays. The .,. ., !\,..ne 
anodized resistor's pads, because the}r :r1~1.ir~t·1.i:1 If, ,.. ~ ')·- ,...,, ~·- n " . ·-:....__..!' (~, -- ..:.. 
~nds of the resistor close to ground potential, a 
requirement for this process. For these systems, the 
reference resistance for each percentage point is 
-------------~----~ 
·~ l 
! 
,1 
I 
·! 
' ., i 
i 
1 
; 
1 
i 
-L. 
_-,,,-~------ . 
• 
determined and outputed serially to the system, one at 
,each rate change point. The voltage ratio system is 
moderately fast, 13 milliseconds ner its 
speed is consistent throughout the measur-,3:·:ont range. 
Because the output is a proportion, • • l ._ "., ~ L., .L <.J 
by the anodizer controller. 
voltmeter are switched since one end of the anodizod 
resistor is above ground. 
This development uses the voltage ratio technique 
.f b-r: _s,ev:e:ral reas ans . It is reasonably fast, and ve~r 
e1:j.:3y to change control points by software entry. l*'!os t 
11 
important is the ready availo.bility of complete data on 
process progress. The 
peribd is available as 4- • a raL.lO. 
. . 
use£ul ror process evaluation. 
readily accessable with either bridge setuo . 
.. 
" 
12 
III - ANODIZATION 
.-A.. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL PROCESS 
During anodization, the metal anode is oxidized and 
t.·h-·_ ..e··. i· ons f Orm a st ab 1 e ox1· de 1 lh ·i (• 11 '>'") ...... ~ n .: "" ,.. n •.• "' , ... , ~ ..... n r:l· ~~ l. i -- ·· .. ,.,,., .i. - l;.. ~.::.,.;.' ~ !~ ..L ~ ! ,_Ji .·- !_ -/ !\j- ,. !.. ···:,,.J - .. \:~ \._ to 
:the anode. The oxide formed , . ~ . . . . . ... e ' - n 1 ·o -. ..... <'."' _,...,_ • • -. "· .... - , "'.· ~ ... ""1 :f ~ ' - ' _,.. \. !J .--'---.. i ', • I I • ' i I ,,.' 'i.....- - - _l_ V '".J ··-.-- •., '41· \,J _... ...,~ • - ...... t'~J • 
ele c tr:ic.-a·1 resistance . The res is t21..n ce i 11c r··:: ·1.: 0; ~1 i,.; i th 
bx~de thickness and may reach thousands of 
s~uare centimeter. For a continuous oxide filln to 
the volume occupied by the oxide must be at least as 
great as the volume of the metal consumed during the 
oxi:de .formation. 
The high resistance, continuous anodic oxide that 
forms on tantalum results from tl'1e 
tantalum ions with oxygen ions: 
2Ta+5 + 50-
The· ·combination o.f tantalum ions \·Ji th 0~{ "!'f_rge n 
"" 
• anions may 
O-C!cUr at the anode, inside the oxide, or t1t the o;.:i<de-
e.Iectro.lyt.e inter.face. There is strong evidence that 
the ·rate controlling process for tc1ntaltLm is the migr.a-
tion o.f· ions within the oxide fi~·l..rn. Tl1e rel.a tionship 
between field intensity and ionic current is not 
influenced by crys tallogro.phic orie· t1t :1 t:~ Jr1, () l·Jc trolytic 
polishing, or previous anodizations in . -, <f) -:r--\ ,,·"'. *"" ;,,-\ .... - 1i1, ,-:. '! .... /"""-· "" l " ·,, _ __,,#' 
_ _;· ... _ "'"' ~ ~"""~ --. __ -.,," "" .. ""--·' 
' 
solution. In other words, neither the nor 
• 
tb.e oxide-electrolyte interfaces control the rate of 
anodization. 
Film thickness increases with time at a rate nro-
.. 
po~tional to current density for constant cur')!')·~~=~t 
anodization. To maintain constant current the voltage 
13 
is increased at a nearly constant rate. of 
a constant. voltage causes the oxide to gro\·I to an 
a·pparent limiting thickness; ho\·Ie\rer, the o;<ide never 
stops increasing. During the const~1nt voltage, the 
current density and the o:x~ide gro1.;th rn, tf3 :1re continually 
d.ecreasing. 
·breakdown . 
Anodic ~ . """' a ... 1i ~~ 
411-. 
_ ... "' ,._...,,_. • 
m· .. ot t1i· ng of the f 1· 1m. A re 1· ng Ca-use q t~o ~ q !' 1 ._---..1n <!""\ f.. ·i:-'!'rnn 11 '-" ..... ~ '·.· _1 f_.~ i..,.,r ~*'- \'.-____,J .. ~ ···#· ,._ tt...~ • ..z. L'11i; . 
crystals which lift the oxide off the tr1ntr1lw.n sur!,1t.c.e. 
When the oxide is lifted, the fiLrn's resistt1nce is 
significantly reduced. Vol t·tge drops during constant 
C·u.-·rrent anodi·zati·on or cur~ent- ~u~~ 0
-
-
... .. ...._.,; 'l, ___ ) 
-~ ~.___:,, '·.,,,f \ _ _) 
. .....,. 
, . t 1.1J.r1ng cons ant 
voltage anodiza tion indicate the f'i ln: is being damaged 
by breakdown [2] . 
.. B. CONTROL TECHN"IQUES 
Commercially available power supplies provide 
ex:cellent range and control for constant current anod-
Current rates as low as 5 ua to.1~ are 
available, but accuracy is not necessary if varying time 
/ 
slots are used. A time slot is the period for which 
.. 
anodic current or voltage is . . 
a re s 1. s to r • 
Va~ing this period provides additional control for the 
automatic processor. 
The oxide growth rate, 
d.Do 
dt 
N 
ZFAd {1) 
where A is the anodizing area, dis the oxide density~ 
Z the equivalent/mole, Fis Faraday's constant in 
coulombs/mole, N the molecular weight of' the oxide, and 
·r0 is ·the cur.rent. The oxide growth rate is thus 
directly proportional to cur~ent, and inversely propor- · 
t i.ona·1 t-o are a [ 3 ] . A d , 1· . .... rea eDenaenc·\1 comn ..... lc!r1tes autto-
- l.,..t ., ' 
mati:c f'a.Cilities which must tri.rn. r'l':ny r•:::;::L:tors on one· . .. .. . . . ·.· ~ 
Stibstrate, and the resistors .frequentl;r h,1ve 
d_:i.f..ferent areas. It is necessary to account ,_....,). ,,, ~ 
·,1 o.. ... . .,.. ~~ n· ,::.. 
·{ ' I, ,.;..c..~ 
_ .. ,, ,,,,. .1111.. ._.,I ... ".J' 
d.if'f'erent areas when establishing control pararrie te rs. 
Grouping the areas into ranges or blocks reduces the 
number of' current variations. Of course, this limits 
time optimization, since the current can be optimwn for 
only one area in the range. 
Constant current sources pose some system limita-
tions. Le~age paths drain off some currant, and if a 
short exists, they take enough current to 
c ---o· n ..:.:, l,,, ·t 
-
ization. Noflnal leakage paths are due to a relay 
substrate leakage or electrolytic creep between cathodes 
;t 
J 
~ J 
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at the fixture. The relay matrix is used to switch the 
c-athode of an anodizer modu1.e to se,,era.l resistors. By 
sequentially switching the group of.' rlilO :li ze r modules to 
res is tors are trimmed without repos it ioni r:r-: •; :. ".:~·=·; :·~ r· ix ture . ·.~ 
·or substrate. Electrolytic creep is pecul .i ~1r~ ·~c) \" L~-~ :~ ~i.J.s 
-e·lectrolytes. While the cathode cont.act is imne::~:~(: -I :.n 
electrolyte, some viscous material adheres to the ,,-. ·O .,,- -~\':  
t t d · h t1, 
... ... · 1 · r· .. d 
· ao· ··· an remains w en {le conL8.C l, is 1 ve • As 
$ticcessive substrates are anoclized, the adherent materi-
al works its way up the cont:3.ct. 
close together (0.1 inch or less), 
resistance between them is reduced 
If ti-10 contacts. are 
electrolyte reaches the contact holder. A. l - . ·- . (I , _f' 
• 
--
.... ,1.., -
t·1he n 
. 
~ ' ,,_.. ·F'"\ u l.-.• - ... 
~~ 
the 
leakage paths do not affect constant voltqge : :~trol 
:~ystems, shorts normally stop anodiza ti on. 
:voltage sources are current limited to protect the 
.. · . t c.1rcu1 . 
Oxide thicknesses grown by constant voltage are not 
·dependent upon area, as shown by the following equations. 
0 For films less than 100 A [3], 
1 A - B ln t 
-Do 
wh.e:"re D0 is the oxide thickness, t the gro1--1th time, 
_.A = 6.165 x 104 cm-1, and B = 0.372 x 10L+- cm-1 
experimentally determined by Ver•1nilyea [ 7]. 
(2) 
16 
0 
·Fcfr .films greater than 100 A [4], 
2 
D = 2NV 
0 =~y::~~ t ZFr 0 d 
()) 
Where Vis the applied voltage, Z the equivalent/mole, 
dis the density, Fis Faraday's constant, N the ~olecu-
la~ weight of the oxide, and P0 is the resistivity. 
Application of a constant voltage sd'ficient to produce 
a certa~n oxide growth poses a process control problem. 
Blots of logarithmic, eq. 2, or parabolic, eq. 3, show 
that small oxide changes occur only ~fter long times. 
The voltage is applied 
ror short neriods qnd is usunllv 
- ¥ 
low which necessitates many periods. 
way to prevent oxide change, during 
. d ~ 0 ne. '!')('.::. 'fl ·1 ,Q, f '11'"~,:J· ........ 
.!_- -J A _..._ -- ~ ' ...._ ._ . • • 
exceeding trimming tolerance. Much higher vol tflges. are 
u,:3ed if time must be shortened; however, the accuracy is 
di~ectly affected, i.e., reduced. For this reason, a 
variation o.f this approach is used. 
Voltage steps which start at zero potential and 
lhcrease at a controlled 
resistance changes; however, the 
erations still apply. Its oxide oroducti n 
~ 
compromise between the constant current :1nd constant 
voltage rates. Essentially, it does not allow r·,pid 
increase in oxide thickness during the early periods. 
Such linearization of oxide formation provides oppor-
tunity to maintain control and shorten anodization time. 
• 
.. , 
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C • ELECTROLYTES 
Electrolytes are used in three forms; liquid 
solution~ viscous mass, or a solid gel. 
is used lOr mass anodization. Areas not 
a.re covered with a grease or a photosensitive resis:, 
a.f te.r wh_ich the substrate • lS im.mersed in the solution • 
All resistors are anodized while only one is monitored. 
The accuracy f'or the resistors not monitored depends 
upon .film uniformity. 
~3%, is expected [5]. 
Normally, only a few percent, 
The viscous mass is pressed through a mask. The 
etched holes are coincident with the resic:f;or ·:.rer-i.s on 
a substrate. The mask is removed and viscou~-: 
the th·ickness Ol the mask, remains. 
a,nodized and the viscous mass are contacted and anod-
i,zation proceeds. 
i·s washed away. 
Arter anodization, the viscous mass 
Bec~se the resistors are individually 
anodized, they are each trimmed to a precision which 
depends only upon system capability. 
Solid gels are made which contain electrolyte. 
These gels with sort rubber-like cons is tenci,;;: •1;:,0 molded 
br cut to match the resistor areas. An ad .,.1' ,., '!'""'I._ rt,_,...""'• .. , ., ;:"• ... " .. ' ,,._ ___ · .. , . 
.. ~'*'i ... • '¥ s- '=::j ,,,,., 
solid gels is that they can be quickly applied or removed 
Easy removal is f'requently necessary f'or functional 
1 
-. 
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anodiza:tion; where the resistor is anodized until some 
circuit output criteria is fulfilled. Usually during 
AC testing the electrolyte is removed to prevent shunt 
:loading rrom distorting the circuit's -..... D ;J ~-, ! ') ~ .. ";1 ~1 ~1: /,>#.., -~ ' "'-f _...., ·- .. ~ ,..,< .• .... !,,,_ .. "' ::~.,; .,-,,,_..-, • .. 
T.h.e-.se solid gels can also trim resistor~.; tc1 ~~1r1 r:1.ccuracy 
q.e.termined by the system's limitations. 
Commonly used electrolytes are dilute solutions of 
citric, sulfuric, or phosphoric acid. A 0.01% citric 
a.cid. ·s.ol:uti:on is used very successfully as an electrolyte 
in a viscous mass. Solid gels use 3% to 8% sulfuric or 
phosphoric acid solutions. The gels are formulated to 
provide mechanically good surf ::tee con.f'ormi t.:r t•1hich ,~rill 
contact with the total tantalw~ areq. It 
surriciently hygroscopic to replace water lrC);;t :i1r·ough 
e.le.ctrolysis. 
IV - SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A. BLOCK DESCRIPTION 
19 
A complete block diagram of the sys tern is sho',·1!1 in 
Fig. 5. A t k . th h . . •. . ~ [~ .. • .- J:. Ji f!., () _;. - t, · ... , t_;.,) du , .. ' ·l.J. , ... > '..,,,,; '. C Omp U e r WO r l ng r O Ug "") n 1 ........ -~ - ..,., .. " ,,-,. - ~ ,.. ~ "' s- c:., .a· 
to control all other modules and subs;,rs terns . 
• 
1:>·t t/word computer is also used for data handl :ing n.r1,ci in-
proces·s measurement evaluations. The digital voltmeter 
r~tio measurement is used to establish initial process 
• 
control rates. Ratio measurement:s are oerforrned after 
ea.ch ano~ization time slot. 
complete, the DVM measures the ,,~1lt1e 
• 
r-() I 
..... - Ji.. 
ohms. Any reference resistance from lK 
:(:L ohm steps) can be digitally selectecl 
precision res is to rs. The reference resistor 
in series with the resistor being anodized for ratio 
·me-asurements. The voltage drops across these resistors 
is produced by the reference supply. 
The anodizer module, remo t:c l:r prograrn..rned and 
:started by the computer, control."= 
own timers. 
two preset current limiting rates. ,,......._... - ....,. _• I "l'h ·"'"' n .,.,.., · .-.. ··• • . , ···. .., '> " ~.-,~~ ., 11,1 ,, .. 
'-' • - .... .. • • •"' """" ..... _. • -• ., ~ ;'!II-
... __ l 
output is sent to a cathode vJ'hich is i.m.Jnt3r:1ecl iri a 
viscous electrolyte. The tantalum area of the resistor 
is covered with the electrolyte, care being exercised 
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~not to c·ontaot. the gold coated conductors. If the 
electrolyte does contact the conduc i:o rs, it wil 1 act as 
a short and prevent anodization since both ends of u 
~esistor are held at ground potential '"'· . "' . 
,-, 'r'>. o· -·r1 - ..,, '"l ~ , o n 
--~-· '· C, _ 1 , I _,; [ 11 ~ • ..... '-=-............... _-, _ __.. 
:B. FLOW CHART 
Figure 6 illustrates the sequence of activity per-
;forrned by the system during the process of anodizing 
one resistor. The program starting address is loaded 
:i·hto the computer. The standard reference resistors are 
programmed to a selected value f~irst, foll<)t.;ed by 
initialization for data storo.ge and ou\;put: programs. 
The interface connects the ref ere nc~2 
with the resistor being anodized and 
..p 1 th A 11 h n· "'':, ·" -if" · • re.1.erence supp y across em. t ... _e vi-.-t i.l1nct.ic)ns, ~i?"'e 
initialized before it takes a ratio measurement. The 
computer waits for the DVM to return a flag, indicating 
·i·t ha:s taken. the measurement. The voltage ratio is 
Vx/V$. If' the ratio is equal to or greater than 0.50000, 
the J?esis tor is measured and the 1 ... . 1 ... " .. ,..., .. .,.,_ ,,-, r-1 ,, c• . r.._ -1!" ·- r-_ ' - - n .. _ --' I , , ~ ,.,_ I • ... • • ,' ~., ( -. J, ._..:,:it l· " ' l\ . o _ ....... ~ '-,' . __ _._ ~~ ..,_) D ... , •,,,., ,,A O .. .. _,,,, n e 
DVM. If the ratio is less than 0.50 1JJJ, 
an·o .. dization rate word is loaded into the 
deposit in the anodization subroutine. 
.. _ .. 
" ' 1- h1 l~ "----,. "f·"'') f)_, "'""'.1 .• ~~~ ~ 
V • ,.. '\-d -. ,.,... .-'I!, -·"' , "'' .- ,.;· -~• 
. ~ 
for 
B ~ --. -- - . .. - .,..., - •-_ ,-...., "" .. ,.,. ,,-, *_ -_ ~- . e __ o_ ....... d ,.j • ._t;;! .. -~"" ._., L~ o " <: •· f ___ ., I ,· ;f ·-~ ,, ",II' '1 
measurement is analyzed, it is stored for later data 
retrieval. If anodization is indicated, the control 
... 
parameters are gated through the interface to the 
anodizer module, and it is st:J_rteci. 
several internally timed sequences. 
The anodizer h.as 
i t s e ts a f 1 a g f o r the c omp u t e r i.'\1 hi ch ~ o n 1:~ i. r. ti·~) ~; ·,::he 
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t . Th DVM . . . . t . 1 . "I , , ' 
._ • 
opera ion. e 1s again 1n1 1a 1zea to taKe a ra~10 
:measurement. The foregoing sequence, reading tz1e i';lrOl ~:n,ge 
r_atio and anodizing, is continued until the .anodized 
~esistor equals or exceeds the standard reference 
·.res is tor a.t which time the anodi za tion process is 
complete. 
G:. DETAILED ANODIZER CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIOl,I 
The anodizer module control2 the voltage or current 
to the cathode. 
pararne ters . The cathode voltage is essenti~1ll:r t:1{: 
potential across Cl during a voltage step. 
:Rl, R2, R7, and R6 determine the charging time for 1c1. 
-R6 limits the current when KJ discharges Cl after .a.n 
.a.nodization sequence. The charging rela.y, K.4, is closed 
by the module's timing for a fi;.:ecl period (25 milli-
seconds). Closing Kl and/or K2 varies the r.1 ,.. h n .,..g1· ng _,,. ~ .... .,.,,, .... 
time constant from 200 milliseconds 
Although this range • lS available by 
and R3, only three preset charging rates can 
-.selected. The fastest rate is produced \vhen both Kl f;;tnd 
22 
K2 remain closed:. Opening K2 produces the second rate, 
and opening Kl gives the third. The third rate is 
adjusted to maintain the 
current limiting resistors PJ~, 
n , • - ·--< ·-· - C ..-a-""'~
' ;1. J.. '· '-" ..J 
are 
&n emitter follower. Dl. ode Dl_ 1 i· m ·, ,_ ,_ . 
.. u .. ..;.... L ,..._1 
Ql is 
voltage to 200V while R8 limits the cl.1rrent t:.:: :_t) 
milliamperes. Anodization current is applied to the 
o.athode by K5. Relay K5 is also remotely controlle 1d by 
the module's timing to 20 milliseconds. Elec trol ,1 te 
"" 
discharge by K7 is crucial to precision measurements [8]. 
During anodization, a charge developes ~1cross the oxide 
wi -th ·the electrolyte acting o.s o. c our1 t,·~ r,_, -,J l ·J :~ t r'ode. 
p:2 is necessary to prevent positive l::1,:Lj:;c: :e~ti.r-i: ... •:~r:tf:J from 
recharging the electrolyte. Thi S h8.lJD•2: :1~3 . , .,... . ..,.. . ~-.. 1 .. \&t~ ,,. ...... ) II · '· I · , ,.-
,,... ·~ ·- 1-...... • ..~ 
. '-"" .. 
F_ig. 4 measurement systems are used (8]. R 1 ~- ,_. v,r.. e . • -. , • \. '·-~ 
-... . .... 'I.. i ,_ c• • ,J1 
through Kl2 provide a ground for the tantaltu"'n :dur"ing 
a:riodization and contact for the DVM and reference supply 
during measurement. These are the components used for 
the initial portion (voltage step) of a resistor's 
anodization. The final portio11 (current limiting) is 
begun by closing K6, which sets the current rate. 
To keep the l• ncremental step Wl ..... vhin, .. t-h·.~ n n'),-1 -i ,., __ , •·i ·O·· n - . _ _.J,.. ,.t.; ,-:t-. '1'"'·- ~1,_..t. .J.... ,{. ~-t ,,.../ -- . 
tolerance (0.01%), K8 closes and provides +- h e~ 1 -: __ .., q t_ ra te v .... • ...-.. .c::;..,, ~ v 
• 
The operating sequence for this anodizer is as 
.f.ollows. First, all non-timed relay cl()SU!.,t3S n.re made 
by computer initialization. 
timing sequence. The sequence is: close 
then K5 for 20 msec., followed in 2 msec. 
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K7 for 20 ~seconds. After this, a flag is set for the 
computer indicating a completed sequence. K·S and K8 are 
closed along with K5 during cu1~rer:.·~- limited anociization. 
Th(:) capacitor, Cl, is discharge}:):-_,-
·subroutine. This subroutine is 
..h I'.,. e 
• 
.,., n "' ~ .- ,,._ 't-'"l A , • • ,, --1 
. ., •· .--, T"> f·-'"' .. t... f-+ • •; :: , : . r ; ,; , , ) I' ·: •-• . .. .J ~ ... .._,,. ... .......,, ~- - ti.;> ... '-~ • -. ~" ,,_ .... - ',J ,~_, --
resistor being anodized reaches final value. 
:D. RATE SETTING FOR ANODIZATION 
The reason for setting different rates is to achieve 
pre.cision trimming in the shortest possible time. 
Presently the rates are empirically determined; ho\t1ever, 
·there are some guidelines and techniques to s imol if .. ;; 
.. i!P' 
the 
pr'o··cedure. The greatest anodiz'.7:_~:ir:)n speed, highest 
:oxide growth, . h. d b' ~ 1 • 'h 1 . " is ac 1eve y 0a~1ng ~~e ~rgest \roltage 
.steps for the longest time possible. 
should use steps corresponding to the 
current densities. The density is determined .. ,~ ... y-\ f-:-, ..., ..... 1 ..... \~ "' ._, ., _,. <,-_~,; 
-~ ~ 
. 
'mentally, being totally dependent upon film quality. The 
time period ror applying the anodization voltage should 
be long enough to produce a substantial resistance change 
without ·.e.xce·eding the .final value. If a variable time 
period is not available, an anodization time period of 
15 to 50 milliseconds should be used. 
the fixed period is determined by the 
The clurn.ti,on of 
du.rj_ng the last anodi za tion rate. 20 
.milliseconds is used because construction t~~e 
pe:r;>mi t incorporation of a variable time period. 
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The decision for Switching to a lower rate requires 
the retrieval of in-process data. All ratio readings 
must be available. An examination of the ratio incre-
ments indicates whether a control rate was skiooed. The 
.. _... 
previ~s rate may cause changes (example: 0.00150) 
exceeding the skipped rate's position (ex,L'"'.1.ple: 
with respect to the finishing ratio (0.50000). 
second voltage step rate is started before the 
0.49950) 
ThA 
·-
resistance ratio (0.50000) at a ratio which is 15 times 
the ihcremental change caused by the previous rate. To 
illustrate; if the previous rate changed the ratio 
0.00150, then the next rate would start at 0.47750. 
Examination of the ratio readings indicates the 
previous rate affects approximately the fir:;t ten incre-
ments for the next rate during voltage ,, tep c,)n 1: :")l. 
The effect of the previous rate appeared dependo:::: upon 
the nwnl;)er of steps at that rate. It is probable the 
.. 
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carry over occurs because the voltage on Cl is not 
lowered when the rates are changf:::cl. m, l n i-=>. .... '-' therefore, 
continues its growth an the much steeoer . ~ 
~---...... ,, ..... -") • • ...J ..... .• ·---· "'"""" ., • 
I :: } : : I - b ' ! ' J Ii 
"'-~' ·-,-_,., .... . ) ,.._,,_ ··.-ef .. • ' .• .,_ t, ''"" 
_,. ,, ... -~ 
.constant voltage curve. 
. 
+ 1') The oxide growth reflec·:0i 
L., .............. 
the curves is determined by its field overpotentials [·~]. 
When overpotential is caused by the new rate's increases, 
rather than residual overpotential from the previous 
rate, oxide g~owth rate will follow the new voltage step 
rate. The current limiting rates are not affected by 
previous rates. For this reason, the C'> .• . .... ... 1 .L rs l, curren 1., 
rate is set from the 0.50000 ratio only three times the 
increments caused by the previous second voltage 
rate. 
This system does not produce a constant change 
increment with the current limiting rates. The first 
Current limiting rate produces ratio changes from 0.00006 
to 0,00009, likewise at the minimum rate the changes 
are 0.00000 to 0.00002 per step. A possible explanation 
for the erratic change involves the depth of the film's 
defects with respect to the oxide thickness. If the 
defects are deeper than the O}~ide, 
During the current limiting (constant cur:0 •::r:;) + 
~- ·_·. I-. ~... ~ "' 'tT"; u··. ..., ;, ', •..  ,: . :, ll .... ' 
, • ._ · .. __ .,.. J • i. it C 
'- - ~" 
draw suf'f'icient current to slow the oxide ,;;row'.;h ;-::u:;!1 
t~t a 0.00001 ratio change does not occur within one 
; 
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time period. When the oxide thickness is greater than 
the defect depth, more current is . 1 ' 1 , -,. , ... ,.., , r ~ 1 '_-_:-_. D ;_:,,., t 0- Y' rz .., ... 0. '•! 1 n.g 
......... " '.,_,, - ',..... .... '·'.cc./ .... " .. u - , • :.a.: 
the oxide during the time period. 
Important to any rate setting exercize is deter-
rni:t1ation or the possible error. This system's error 
includes the digital voltmeter, reference resistor, film's 
temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR), and the 
contro:l technique. The TCR for the film used during 
:thLs investigation is -200 ppm/cCent:L:sc>·1de. 
,:nil \..,,, n }"I, Ci , t i ng 
· I, I· ,,- ' !/ ._.._ __. fl_~- r~ _.. . 
,,..,_ .... •-,.:/I' •• - (_;:__-it_ '1"!l'" ' 
.~.f·fe ct during anodi z at ion i-1as de t·?; 1-i:-·: ~Lr:·:· ·1 
,, a,nd the correction added to the 
:y-·, '"'.' .- ..--. !'I ~ ~ ..... : 
~. • :' ~ d*.,,. ~ ·-~-J • 
F·or the resistors anodized, the . ,." -_ ./'\. -·--... ---~ Off ~-,..... ... l' ..... .'_1 __ 1 ••• .• _) ".' - •=-!t ( ·-· ·. ,. ' ~ .. 
.,:) . ._, Iv ~ , . ..,, • ,, ... l ··= i '.) 
The error .from the control technique is the maxi:-iu."': 
... 
increment o.f the last rate. When combined with the 
DVM 1 s last digit ambiguity, the maximtL"11 error is +o.004i. 
To illustrate; the last step may occur at 0.49999, if so 
another step is taken because che ratio does not equal 
or exceed 0.50000. If the chan2e is 0.00002 
• .. -J the 
next step, the .final reading shouli be J.,')J)Ol, but 
. .. ld b O 50000 0 50002 , · 1 · ... • . .. . . · .. 
. : ,. ' , , : , ""' ..... rt . .--· ·, •~ ' r,- f-'-< ... .,,... 'll .,. -c-ou . · e . or . aue to a_.,, l, •• , _ •:, J.. ·, 1. .. ; ~-.., u i vy 
by the DVM. Spe Cl• al a11· grnne nt o..p the D,i1.t.: C' -~- ._'"\ :"""'_ .. _·· 1 ~ 1 j_ ·• • .1 -<t.. '~i -._,..,. • -·' ·.-d-· ',,_,.; ·---~ 
w m~~ the~ range and~ reading errors The 
last rate is set .for 0.00002 maximum ratio change per 
step. T:he re.ference resistors are made to '!:0.001%, and 
·-----=. 
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the serial path goes through a relay contact whether its 
associated resistor is used or shunted. Rela,, contact 
,.-r 
resistance is under 60 milliohin~,. The cumulative 
:possible error is +0.01%, -0.00<)%. 
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V - DISCUSSIOi'J 
This anodizer applies a series of voltage steps to the 
cathode, each step higher in vol t~1ge than the preceeding one 
by an amount: determined in the 
the 
an:o.di ze r. 
• Oxide growth at the cathode; 
1 S n 
... ""'· t-1.. 
compromise between constant current and cons r:·111 t voltage. 
Because the applied voltage is a controlled rise, the 
general growth rate appears to be constant current. 
each step is a constant voltage and produces oxide at 
characteristic growth rate, cf. Fig. 8. Reducing the 
voltage increase of each step as the final resistance is 
I 
approached, permits ±0.1% process contr1ol. Attemnts to 
.. 
increase precision by decreasing the steps, 
ouiclfl "!r results 
~ .. 
in ail app}ied constant voltage, i.e., no 
per step. At this point primary control is lost, and ~nly 
the voltage application time period can control 
Nonnally, a relay cannot operate fast enough to "I re (1ur··e -~1,. v ' " ·-1""· e·· v~ \ !·· -
time by more than one order of magnitude. The ref ore, 
greater precision can be obtained only by applying constant 
c·urrent. t·o the cathode. . . . . . This is done by placing current 
limiting resistors in the cathode lead. Because these 
~esistors cause the anodizer to function as a current source, 
they depend upon the ac cu.mula te d voltage being ·rp;:.:t·0xi:,1•c1. te ly 
the, same f'or each anodiza tion. This in fact does occur if 
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.; 
the resistors are anodized the same percentage, i.e., the 
st~rting value is, e.g., 85%, of :"'I • .., l . ' t 1 n,, .• , ~in._ UP. e·· '_·_.:1cn, "' .-.... .., • ' ~ - • :-"' ~ C.'.1,, ,.J· • .. . 'vl.me. 
The number of steps taken during the T"n ~AS - ( ___ ,~,·..., 
and their magnitude are, therefore, depencler1t ur:c):: ::ri.e 
final voltage. As with any constant current drive, growth 
is ,_also dependent upon the tantalllrh area. 
t·~ntalurn resistors to within to. 01% of a spec if ic value in 
12: to 15 seconds. Most of the effort in this develooment .. 
was spent establishing positive process control techniques. 
Time optimization became a seconci~J_r··:r interest ~.~1her1 the 
control procedure readily fulfilled t.:he }1r-:ij()<:;:~, ol)~~f-;ctive. 
for this development, a Pro gram ab 1 e C O n c-_. t ,_._ l'-,, t· r- ·u .. -'-> ~--·".-_._ .... , ~--- •. -, J ... _, - . , . ._:'.) "J ' -h A _. ',~ .,.._.., ;llO.. "" 
.-~• 411 • , __ I !lfc.c 
--.=.,· ;=-. 
each anodizer module is necessary for a fle;<iblt3 : .. iulti;:le 
.catho:de system. For such a module, the current is set to 
p.ro,duce. a specific increase in resistance for each step 
w-i:·th the final rate adjusted 11s describe,d earlier. Leakage 
:current is determined from t1,,10 succe~~=:~:L,,e \ 
' 
-at different currents by solving ti.·.ro 
~l K(Io 
- I 11{) (4) 
Ol2 K(nio 
- I1k) 
for I1k: 
Ilk ~l - ~-2 1 
-1 - n K 
I 
! 
I 
where O?l is the 1st ratio change, ~2 the 2nd ratio change, 
-Io the anodization oxide current, Ilk the leakqge current, 
b. the: multiple increase of Io, and K a 
·co.n·st·ant. Because the voltage changes 
this portion of anodization, (JV to 4V relqtive to 
t'he leak.a-ge current remains relatively consta.nt. 
oxide growth is directly proportional to current, ea • 
.. 
drive current is changed proportionately to yield the 
des ire.d res:i.s t,ance change during each anodizing step. 
• 
1, 
)0 
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VI - CONCLUSI OI\J 
·~ P~ecision anodization is for resistors above 
l:K ohms. They can be brought to \·ritl·1i:-: ·).')11s :>f' 8. nominal 
1 . t 1 t d d. . 
. ... 1 
·va ue in a to a measuremen an anor1z8.tl~~ ~i~e OL ess 
than 15: s·e.conds. 
t-" -·--',;, "· ~ 1' r"I, r \' r • •• 
Implementatl. on of a r,.... i· ~ .... · - - ,.. '-J ,.,} '-'j ,._, . _J... • • .•. ,,. _,, 
technique should provide to.oo.5% readings i·1ithin :J.l ;1~~:c1r1"::ls. 
A .five place digital vol trne ter can meet these re qui re~1e :1ts 
when performing DC ratio tests. By placing the unJ{nO\•ln 
res:isto~ .in series with a standard resistor and driving a 
.Cf11.rrent through them, the unkno1,1n resistor can be qu.an ti -
tatively evaluated. 
con.trol in.formation. 
Such an evalu~tion nrovides verv useful - ~ 
The DC 
is attemp·te·d:. The stored potential can cause 
I .-n· .. ·.·1· t.· .. 1·· .. .a ...1· a ... no.d1· z at 1· on 1· s ac c ompl 1· s· he d by ''01 t- n ·t°"!f-. ,~ •· .~ .,..,, <::~. ',J t, . _,,.,. 6 . ··""" "'-~) ,_, .. --~'c..P' ! ~ ""'); • 
T~e st~ps .are~ succession of increasing constant voltages. 
The proce.ss ~s controlled to within 0.1% by decreasing cl1e 
differential between steps. The decreases are reguli1ted \•lith 
respect to the percentage anodization completed. Vol ta.ge 
step G<J·ntrol provides more 
·1.n ,-') -1 i z r1 t i on c o n t r o 1 , 
but ·th:e ·1onger time is not jus tif ie d. 
used to rinishthe anodization to within O.i)lf~. 
:i.s ino.e·pendent of the res is tor area and is 
lea;.kag.e paths • These parameters need not be considf3recl ~·;hen 
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e}sta.blishing control points for the desired oxide growth 
,( 
.ra·t::e. 
~ .. · . ·• . .- . ' '. For this reason most of the '\ ::tone 
Vtil·tage step and only the last few 
.is: accomplished with constant current control. 
[ 1.] 
I.2J 
r J·J 
[:4 J 
• 
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